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With this we like to inform you that Yamada has started to use different
mufflers for some of the pumps. It concerns pump models; NDP-20, 25, 32,
(H)40, (H)50 and (H)80 and was implemented as of July 2021.
NDP-20, 25 and 32:
The pumps involved are:
NDP-20/25/32 all metal pumps with aluminium motor
NDP-25BV. PVDF pumps with aluminium motor
Instead of the plastic muffler 804697, these pumps are now equipped with a
metal muffler 680913.
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Size 40, 50 and 80;
The pumps involved are:
NDP-(H)40/50/80 all metal pumps.
NDP-40/50BV. PVDF pumps with aluminium motor
NDP-40 all metal pumps and NDP-40/50BV. (PVDF pumps):
Instead of plastic muffler 804764 position 44 from the exploded view,
NDP-40 metal and NDP-40/50BV. (PVDF) have become:
680913 metal muffler(44YE) including adaptor 634605 (45YE) and elbow pc
634050 (43YE).
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! Only when changing from plastic to metal muffler, you also need to
use the adaptor and elbow pc.
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NDP-H40, H50 and H80:
All NDP-H40, H50 and H80 have
been equipped with
2x metal mufflers 680913
instead of
2x 804697 plastic mufflers.
Positions 44 inside the exploded view.
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NDP-50 and 80 metal pumps:
Instead of the plastic muffler 804764 position 44 inside the exploded view,
the pump has been equipped with a metal muffler 681040 (position 44YE)
together with an elbow, article 634050 (position 43YE).
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681040

! Only when changing from plastic to metal muffler, you also need
the elbow pc.
If you have older pumps like the ones described inside this technical info,
you may use both options.
If you change from plastic to metal, do not forget to order also the adaption
pieces.
If you have received 2021 pumps having these metal mufflers as standard;
! You must replace them always for a metal muffler.
The PPG pumps 20 until 80 will keep a plastic muffler.
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All pumps NDP-P20, P25, P50
(these have a plastic motor)
will keep a plastic muffler.
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